
Terms and Conditions of the “The Big Screen TV Football Fever Giveaway!”

Introduction
This contest is organized by Harvey Norman Malaysia (“Contest”). The Contest is governed by the terms and conditions
(including any amendments made thereto by Harvey Norman Malaysia from time to time) herein contained (“Terms and
Conditions”). By participating in the Contest, it shall be deemed that you have read,
understood and accepted the Terms and Conditions and any other relevant terms applicable and available on Harvey
Norman Malaysia’s platform and by the decisions of Harvey Norman Malaysia, which shall be final and binding in all respects.
Please do not proceed with the participation of the Contest if you do not accept any of the Terms and Conditions. The
Contest is in no way sponsored, endorsed, administered by or associated with Facebook, Instagram, or its affiliates.

Entry Eligibility
1. To enter the contest, the audience must:

i. Take a video of yourself having a good time watching TV with your loved ones.
ii. Share video on Facebook/Instagram/TikTok and tag us @harveynormanmy
iii. Include the hashtag #HNFootballFever in the caption

2. By submitting an entry, you agree to comply with these Terms and Conditions.
3. The contest runs from 15 May 2024 to 14 July 2024 at 11:59 PM (+8:00 GMT). Late entries (for whatever reason) will

not be accepted.
4. Entry is open only to residents of Malaysia aged 18 and over at the date of entry. Employees and agents of Elitetrax

Marketing Sdn Bhd. (“the Promoter”) or any company associated with the contest are ineligible to enter the contest,
as are members of their families or households or any other person connected with the running of this contest.
Entries must be submitted by the authorized profile owner on the respective social media platform at the time of
entry. Third-party or joint submissions will not be accepted



Entry Procedure
1. To participate in this contest, participants strictly must follow all rules and criteria stated clearly below:

i. Take a video of yourself having a good time watching TV with your loved ones.
ii. Share video on Facebook/Instagram/TikTok and tag us @harveynormanmy
iii. Include the hashtag #HNFootballFever in the caption

2. To be eligible to participate in this Giveaway, individuals must purchase a Television/Soundbar from the provided list.

Prize(s)
1. 8 winners will be selected to win the following prizes:

1 LG UHD 86UR8050PSB (2023 WEBOS) 5 PHILIPS UHD 75PUT7908 (2023 GOOGLE)

2 SAMSUNG UHD UA98DU9000 (2024 TIZEN) 6 HISENSE UHD 85A7K (2023 VIDAA)

3 SONY UHD KD85X80L (2023 GOOGLE) 7 PANASONIC UHD TH75MX650K (2023 GOOGLE)

4 SHARP UHD 4TC75FJ1X (2023 GOOGLE) 8 JBL SOUNDBAR BAR800PRO (5.1.2 ATMOS HNX)

2. Winners are only entitled to receive a Television/Soundbar of the same brand as the purchased Television/Soundbar
3. The Organizer reserves the right to substitute the Prize with other items of similar value without prior notice.

1 LG OLED 65A3PSA (2023 WEBOS) 13 SHARP XLED MINILED 4TC75FV1X 2023 GOOGLE

2 LG QNED UHD 75QNED81SRA (2023 WEBOS) 14 SHARP XLED MINILED 4TC65FV1X 2023 GOOGLE

3 LG UHD 75UR8050PSB (2023 WEBOS) 15 SHARP UHD 4TC75FK1X (2023 GOOGLE)

4 LG QNED UHD 65QNED80TSA (2024 WEBOS) 16 SHARP UHD 4TC75FJ1X (2023 GOOGLE)

5 SAMSUNG QD-MINILED QA75QN87DA (2024 AI) 17 HISENSE ULED 65U6K PRO (2023 GOOGLE)

6 SAMSUNG UHD UA85DU8000 (2024 TIZEN) 18 HISENSE UHD 58A6100K (2023 VIDAA U6)

7 SAMSUNG QLED QA65Q80DA (2024 AI HNX) 19 TOSHIBA QLED 85Z670MP (2023 VIDAA)

8 SAMSUNG QLED QA55Q70CA (2023 TIZEN HNX) 20 TOSHIBA QD-MINILED 55Z870MP (2023 VIDAA)

9 SONY QD-OLED XR65A95L (2023 GOOGLE) 21 PANASONIC QD-MINILED TH65MX950K (2023)

10 SONY MINILED XR85X95L (2023 GOOGLE) 22 PANASONIC UHD TH55MX650K (2023 GOOGLE)

11 SONY UHD XR65X90L (2023 GOOGLE) 23 JBL SOUNDBAR BAR1000PRO (7.1.4 ATMOS)

12 SONY UHD XR55X90L (2023 GOOGLE) 24 JBL SOUNDBAR BAR2.1 MK2 (2.1 DOLBY)



Selection of Winner
1. Winners will be selected based on the most creative video.
2. The selection of the winner shall be final and there will be no recourse to any appeal.

Announcement of Winners and Redemption of Prize
1. Winners list will be published via a contest announcement post on Facebook by the 30th of July 2024.
2. Winners will be required to privately message Harvey Norman Malaysia Facebook page with their personal

details. Participants are encouraged to keep their profiles public so as to receive messages by the page.
3. Winners who fail to revert with the details 3 working days after contact will automatically be disqualified

and replaced.
4. Winner is required to produce the following information for identification purposes in order to have the prize

delivered. No proxy is allowed:
- Full Name
- NRIC Number
- Contact number
- SO number/Receipt
*The selected winner will be responsible for bearing the cost of delivery fee if delivery address is located outside of Klang Valley.

5. If winners do not provide the complete information required by the organizer as above, the organizer reserves the
right to disqualify the winner.

6. Winners are required to collect their prizes from the selected Harvey Norman store which will be shared after
verification is completed.

7. The Organizer reserves the right to substitute the Prize with other items of similar value without prior notice.
8. The Prizes are not transferable and not redeemable for cash, and must be accepted as offered.



Entry criteria
1. You must not endanger yourself or others or take any unnecessary risks to produce or make any entry to be

submitted to this contest. If you do so your entry will be disqualified.
2. The Promoter will not be responsible for the content of any material submitted by you, and you accept that (i) you

will be responsible for ensuring that any material submitted does not infringe any third party rights (such as
intellectual property rights) and (ii) you will indemnify the Promoter and be liable for any claims, losses, fines,
penalties, costs or damages suffered or incurred by you or the Promoter as a result of any such infringement.

3. You will retain ownership in the copyright of your entry. However you hereby grant to the Promoter, its group
companies, contractors, agents and collaborators a worldwide, royalty-free, nonexclusive perpetual, sub-licensable
license to use, reproduce and/or modify your entry (including your image if applicable) without restriction in any
and all media, including for the purposes of the contest, for internal use, for commercial use, for publication on any
websites and Facebook and YouTube pages, and for use in promotional and advertising materials.

4. Entries to this contest must:
i. Not contain any content which is defamatory, obscene, unlawful, harmful, offensive or

inappropriate;
ii. Not contain any content which the effect of may have being harassing, threatening, or abusive or

that otherwise degrades or intimidates an individual or group of individuals based on religion,
gender, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, age or disability;

iii. Not contain any viruses or other harmful programs;
iv. Not advertise or promote third parties’ or your own goods and services
v. Not use any public domain or third party proprietary images, including statues, sculptures,

paintings and other works of art.
vi. Not suspicious false Facebook or Instagram accounts.

5. The prize is awarded at the Promoter’s discretion and no prize will be awarded because of improper actions by or on
behalf of an entrant.
6. The Promoter will not be liable if any prize fails to reach you or if you cannot take it for reasons beyond the

Promoter’s control, or if the Promoter is unable to contact you, including due to your provision of inaccurate or
incomplete information.

7. After the initial message is sent to a winner, if the prize remains unclaimed after 3 working days, the entry is
disqualified. If the Promoter has reasonable grounds to believe that the winner is ineligible, the winner’s entry is
invalid, false or fraudulent, the prize will be forfeited, and an alternative winner will be selected.

8. The prizes as stated are subject to availability and the Promoter reserves the right to substitute prizes of a similar
value at its discretion in the event the original prize offered is not available due to circumstances beyond its
reasonable control.

9. No cash equivalent or alternative will be provided for any prize awarded under the contest and prizes are not
redeemable for cash.

10. The prizes are not transferable and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers or promotions.
11. The Promoter reserves the right, with or without cause to exclude any Participants in this contest or withhold any

prize where there has been a violation of any of these terms and conditions. 12. In the event of a dispute the
decision of the Promoter is final, and no correspondence will be entered into.

12. By participating in this contest, all Participants are deemed to give their consent to appear in future publicity
materials or other promotional events and activities related to this contest. 14. By participating in this contest, all
Participants authorise Elitetrax Marketing Sdn Bhd. and its employees, agents, and personnel who are acting on
behalf of the company to use photograph(s) of the premise or works for purposes related to Elitetrax Marketing
Sdn Bhd. and Harvey Norman Malaysia, in its various communications materials without compensation to the
owner and/or copyright holder.



General
1. The Promoter assumes no responsibility for lost, unauthorised, misdirected, illegible, falsified, delayed or

incomplete entries, all of which are invalid and void, or for difficulties experienced in submitting an entry to
this contest, including because of any technical delay, failure or defect. 2. To the fullest extent permitted by law,
the Promoter excludes:

i. all conditions, warranties and other terms which might otherwise be implied; and ii. any liability
for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage incurred by any Participant in
connection with this contest. This shall not be deemed to exclude or restrict liability for death
or personal injury resulting from the negligence of the Promoter, or its employees or agents.

2. The Promoter is committed to protecting the privacy of Participants. By participating in this contest, Participants
acknowledge and agree that certain personal data relating to them (including their name and geographical location)
may be disclosed to third parties.

3. Any information collected in connection with this contest will only be used by the Promoter or their agents for the
purposes of marketing or administering this contest and future promotions or publicity material relating to this
contest. By submitting an entry, you consent to the use of your personal data by the Promoter as set out in these
terms and conditions.

4. The Promoter reserves the right to withdraw, delay or amend this contest in whole or in part, without prior notice or
compensation, and will not be in breach of these terms or liable for any delay or failure in performing its obligations
due to such circumstances.

5. The Promoter reserves the right to disqualify contestants. Contestants shall not enter multiple times by tagging or
using a fake Facebook account. Fraudulent activities will be monitored and will lead to exclusion.

6. If any court or competent authority finds that any provision of these terms and conditions (or part of any provision)
is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that provision or part-provision shall, to the extent required, be deemed to be
deleted, and the validity and enforceability of the other provisions of these terms and conditions shall not be
affected.

7. These terms and conditions are governed by the laws of Malaysia and are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the Malaysia courts.

8. The Promoter is Elitetrax Marketing Sdn Bhd. For all queries or issues with this contest, please contact: 1 300
88 5200.


